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(54) Title: PROCESS TO DETECT DEFECTS IN LEATHER

(57) Abstract: This invention relates to a new process to mark the defects on the hide at the hide
processing stage, i.e., in the hide that has been tanned and dyed, but not finished where they may
be identified. At this stage, it becomes easy to identify such defects, as they are all visible and the
marking of such defects at this stage is carried out by applying special inks on the defect areas on
the fleshy side of the hide. The special marking inks will have more than one colour, corresponding
to the several types of defects. This marking is carried out with a printing means, which receives
the information from the defect scanner and reverses the reading made on fleshy side to the outer
side. Once the hide is finished, the same device which scanned the defects will read those markings
on the posterior side of the hide (the fleshy side) and through a computer program will adjust them
to the outer side of the hide. With the presented process it is possible to obtain a hide that clearly
identifies its defects. Moreover as said identification is made on a non-usable area of the hide, there
will be no use problems for any type of industry. The hide may be tracked at this stage through a
defect data file, to allow the end client a better use without the need to mark the defects, with all
the advantages achieved through this process.
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DESCRIPTION

PROCESS TO DETECT DEFECTS IN LEATHER

This invention relates to a new process to detect and mark the

defects at the hide processing stage and the corresponding

identification at the finishing stage.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1 - Leather processing - Prior Art

The transformation and manufacture of a leather article usually

follows a set of stages which, in the specific terminology of

this industry, are called: beamhouse operations, tanning,

dyeing, finishing.

Beamhouse operations: - The hide is cleaned off the remaining

meat, blood, manure and dirt, and depending on the future use of

the hide, hair may be as well removed. At this stage, the hide

is called pelt.

Tanning: - The hide is stabilized, i.e., it becomes rot-proof

and it may be preserved for more or less longer periods of time,

depending on the type of tanning applied. This stage comprises a

set of mechanical actions to remove excess moist and to define

the thickness of the hide, and physical-chemical actions to

allow the penetration and fixation of the tanning agents. At

this stage the hide is called tanned hide.

Retanning / Dyeing: - The hide endures further physical-

chemicalactions, being dipped into an aqueous bath of tanning

agents and fats (conferring touch and mechanical properties) and

of colouring agents (conferring colour) and mechanical actions,



mainly associated to drying (setting and buffing, vacuum drying,

etc.) . This process sets the colour and the touch and the

required mechanical properties for the article at issue. At the

end of this stage, the hide is called crust.

Finishing: The hide undergoes the superficial application of

several layers of products, such as special dyes with greater or

lesser coating ability and also other mechanical operations,

such as sanding, embossing, etc. At this stage, the hide

acquires its final colour and superficial properties (touch and

appearance) depending on the type of article at issue,

minimizing or concealing the natural defects of the hide, which

can be observed at the crusting stage. At the end of the whole

process, the hide is finished.

Finished hide is the hide used by downstream industries, where

it is marked (identification of defects) , cut, shaped, until the

intended final article.

The identification of defects is currently made on finished

hides .

2 - Related documents

North-American Patent No. US 6157730 describes a visual

inspection system particularly designed for imaging relatively

non-rigid materials in order to identify defects and the

position of defects on the material particularly for leather

comprising leather handling means, tensioning means for

tensioning at least an area of the sample and imaging means for

obtaining an image of the area under tension and image

processing means to provide information on any defects which may

exist .

This process relates to a system to inspect defects which

improves the merely visual process through an image obtained



from the leather areas under analysis.

North-American Patent No. US 4982437 relates to a method of

cutting a hide with a tool controlled by a computer system and

in accordance with a cutting program that may depend on certain

particularities of the sheet.

The computer system examines the hide with a video camera. Prior

to scanning, an operator marks certain particularities directly

on the hide using a fluorescent marker, the marking being in the

form of distinctive symbols which are detectable by the camera

and which are interpretable as signs to be taken into account by

the cutting program.

This Patent relates to the leather hide already showing the

defects marked with symbols which are detectable by the camera

and which are taken into account for the cut to be made.

International Patent No. WO 2005/069220 relates to a method for

qualifying leather, using a mapping device comprising means for

obtaining a digital image of the leather and by processing the

image obtained.

Said method comprises at least one phase, following optional

previous steps,. wherein a statistical algorithm of the

generalised likelihood ratio test GLRT is applied to the image

of the leather.

Said algorithm enables the likelihood ratio test of the presence

of a defect in a first region to be compared to a second region.

Basically, this patent relates to the computer system to mark

the defects and improve the qualification of the leather without

mentioning the stage at which this takes place.

The fact is that the known methods have been proved



insufficient, because when the leather is subjected to tension

during the application, such as in wheels in the automobile

industry, it may reveal defects that could not be observed in

the finished hide (before cutting) , but could be identified in

stages prior to the finishing.

It must be taken into account that hide defects, even if

detected a t processing stages, must be further identified and

marked, because the finishing of hides renders dimensional

variations in several directions of the hide, which leads to

mislocation of such defects at the end of the process, even with

good computer projections inspecting the dimension of the hide

at the dyeing stage and at the finished hide stage.

Description of the method

The purpose of this invention is to identify and mark the

defects at a process stage where they are perfectly visible and

may be identified - Crust state (the hide has already been

tanned and dyed, but it is not finished) .

This identification is made on the non-usable part of the hide

(the flesh side) where the defects are more visible and they are

marked with a special ink so that they may be identified later,

after the finishing stage.

Since these marking are made on the non-usable part of the hide,

it will cause no use problems in any industry.

The marking is made by an electronic scanner, which reads the

hide and simultaneously marks the analysed defects with a

suitable ink through a printing device.

The scanner scans the hide and prints the marking of the defects

with ink on the flesh side.

Afterwards it, comes the finishing stage, in which the hide



undergoes dimensional changes and, simultaneously, the defects

that were previously visible at the crusting stage are

"concealed" through the application of inks/resins.

Thus, the defects that were visible before the finishing stage

are now "concealed/covered" and their identification is no

longer possible.

However, as the method of this invention has identified and

marked them at the crusting stage on the flesh side of the hide,

it is possible to identify them in the new dimensional condition

of the hide through an electronic reading made on the flesh side

and then store said location in an electronic file.

As the scanner scans the hide and prints the marking of the

defects with ink on the flesh side, it simultaneously stores the

reversed image to be used at the final identification before the

cut .

The scanned hide may be sold at this stage, along with a defect

file, thus allowing a better use for the end user.

Alternatively, it may be used internally at the Cutting Section,

with all the advantages of an automatic method which replaces

the previous manual/visual method.

The reversed image, which corresponds to the outer side of the

hide, allows the exact location of the defects marked on the

flesh side.

1. Process Flowcharts

This invention is illustrated with two flowcharts, which are

part of the invention, in that:

- Flowchart 1 represents the prior art process.



- Flowchart 2 represents the process of this invention.

3- Purpose of this invention

As it may be seen on Flowchart 1 , which reflects the prior art,

the identification and marking of defects on the hide takes

place only after the finishing stage.

The identification and marking of the defects takes place at the

finishing stage and on the outer side of the hide.

The hide is commercialized as a finished article without the

identification of the defects or after having the defects

identified and marked is prepared for the nesting stage, cut and

shaping .

This procedure obviously entails unidentified defects as they

are invisible once the skin is subjected to the finishing

treatments .

In this manner, namely in more demanding use conditions, there

is a great deal of scrap material with all the implicated costs.

Flowchart 2 lays out the process according to this invention.

It is easily seen that the process for identifying and marking

defects takes place after the dyeing stage.

At this stage, the defects of the hide (the flesh side) are

totally visible, which makes it possible to identify and mark

them completely and this marking is carried out on the posterior

part (the flesh side) .



The defect detection system at this stage, apart from the

detection itself, also classifies the seriousness of the defect,

the area of the sample and the special requirements of some

customers regarding the respective marking.

In fact, the detection of defects after the finishing stage

becomes more difficult, in the sense that the treatments the

hide is subjected to conceals many defects no matter how

thorough the detection is.

Thus, when the destination of the hide is to be shaped for

determined coverings and to be subjected to tension, there are

defects which become visible and end up increasing the scrap

material percentage.

It is therefore essential to reduce such scrap material

percentage to improve the performance of the finishing line and

the after-sale of leather.

It is guaranteed that the cut leather parts are defect-free or

they have only the allowed defects, without rejects found

internally or at the client who installs leather on final parts,

thus reducing costs.

Indeed, it will be easier to identify such defects in the dyed

hide, as they are all visible, and nowadays there are automatic

processes that may detect such defects.

This invention foresees the identification of such defects at

this stage and the respective marking, by applying special inks

on the defect areas (jet painting), but on the posterior part of

the hide (the flesh side that will not be used in the future) .

The marking on that side is made through a printing device which

receives the information from the defect scanner and reverses

the image of the reading, made on the posterior side of the



hide, to the outer side.

Special marking inks may have more than one colour, each one

corresponding to the classification of the several types of

defects .

Once the hide is finished, the scanner will read those markings

on the posterior side of the hide (the flesh side) and through a

computer program, will adjust them to the outer side of the

hide .

4 - Advantages and innovation of this method

1 ) The marking of defects is carried out at an intermediate

stage of the tanning process and not on the finished piece

resulting from the tanning industry.

2 ) The production of hides is no longer fragmented, because this

system comprises the needs of downstream tanning industry,

linking the manufacturer of hides (tannery) and the hide user

(footwear, clothing, furniture and automobile industry) .

3 ) This process replaces lengthy and subjective manual

operations (visual inspection and manual marking) by standard

automatic procedures.

4 ) It shows a product with its defects marked, which allows

downstream industry to know beforehand the expectable

performance and use.

5 ) It is also time-efficient, because the electronic

communication means will allow a downstream tannery industry to

carry out the "nesting" (computer system which allows the

distribution of the hide samples to cut, optimizing their yield

and avoiding the defects) of a hide that is underway, thus



achieving better "just in time" situations and less periods in
stock.



CLAIMS

1 . Process to detect defects in leather, characterized in that

the defects which are identified and marked during the

processing step on the fleshy side of the hide, may be

subsequently identified in the finished hide.

2 . Process to detect defects, according to claim 1 ,

characterized in that the identification of the defects is

carried out through an electronic process which

simultaneously prints on the material and on the defect area

with a suitable ink to be identified at a later stage.

3 . Process to detect defects, according to claim 2 ,

characterized in that the ink may have several colours to

classify the type of defect.

4 . Process to detect defects, according to claims 1 and 2 ,

characterized in that the marking electronic image of the

fleshy side of the hide is reversed in order to transfer the

marking image to the outer side of the hide.

5 . Process to detect defects, according to claims 1 to 3 ,

characterized in that the electronic process includes a

scanner connected to a computer system which detects the

defects with an immediate print (marking) of the defect with

a specific ink.

6 . Process to detect defects, according to claims 1 to 4 ,

characterized in that the hide subjected to this process may

be tracked in the commercialization circuit through a



magnetic data carrier containing the data resulting from the

scan .
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